From the President
A golden anniversary
U3A’s vitality comes from the energy and
enthusiasm of local groups, but we are also part
of a global community of learners. Next year
U3A enters its own third age – 2023 will mark
fifty years since the very first U3A classes were
held in Toulouse, France.
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The original concept of U3A, still operating
in France, was for older people to take part
in courses run as an extension of university
programs. The variation on this idea
adopted in Australia and other English-speaking countries, draws
on the fact that retired people themselves have an abundance of
knowledge, skills and experience to share. This means we can run
our own programs that foster learning, creativity and friendship,
within self-governing local organisations. Over half a century, U3A
has grown and prospered, adding enormously to the enjoyment of
life for millions of people, and challenging some outdated ideas
about getting older. Along the way U3A has also had to overcome
challenges, including COVID-19 most recently. We are still
grappling with that, but we have shown resilience and we have
adapted to changed circumstances.
We think this golden anniversary is worth celebrating, so along
with the committee I would love to hear ideas from members about
some of the things we could do in 2023 to mark this milestone.
Grant success
Very good news that U3A has succeeded in obtaining grant funding of
$6657 under the ACT Government’s Seniors Grants Program, to purchase
audio equipment for use in the Walks and Tours program. This equipment
allows tour guides and leaders to communicate easily with tour members
even when not in close proximity. You might have used similar equipment
in museums or galleries, or with the National Trust. It will definitely
enhance the experience on some of our tour activities, and congratulations
to the Walks and Tours team on putting the grant application together so
successfully.
Libraries of the future
I recently took part in a workshop with Libraries ACT, helping to shape
their plan to keep up with changing community needs over the next
decade. Libraries are still a place to borrow books, but they now do much
more besides – as meeting places, providing access to digital resources,
supporting book groups, hosting programs and events, and linking people
with information and services in the community. Public libraries are a
vital asset, and enjoyed by many U3A members – so it was good to help
them to keep serving us well into the future. I’m looking forward to
further conversations about helping U3A and its members make the most
of ACT libraries.

Lindsay Rae
President

From the Editor
Apologies, but a technical hiccup means that the link to Bob Nield's Presidential report at the AGM
published in the April Newsletter is incorrect. The new link is
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yggy6153yrohx5g/president.mp4?dl=0
You might notice that the Newsletter has a new email address – this is to remove any confusion of the role of
the Editor of the Newsletter viz a viz the eBulletin. For the time being you may receive emails from the old
editor@ account, but please send to the new newsletter@ address.
You’ll have to forgive me for the number of technology topics, but there has been lots of changes in the way
that U3A Canberra is using technology, regardless, there are lots of other course articles and photos here.
As always, we welcome articles and pictures of what you are doing in U3A Canberra. As you can see in this
edition, there is a lot going on, but I know there’s more that don’t appear here. We said goodbye to one of
our team, Chris Wilson, earlier this year, but she’s backed up by submitting an article – we’d welcome some
from you too.
Submission dates are given below.
Bill Blair
June Newsletter Sub-Editor

Newsletter Timetable for 2022
Please observe the deadline for each edition — it makes our job much easier.
In 2022 the Newsletter will be published every two months (six editions for the year). Newsletters will
usually be published on the first day of every second month.
To ensure you don’t miss the boat, can you please note the lead time for submission before each issue.
Newsletter Edition

Deadline for copy

Newsletter placed
on U3A Website

August 2022
October 2022
December 2022

24 July 2021
23 September 2022
23 November 2022

1 August 2022
1 October 2022
1 December 2022
David Wilson
newsletter@u3acanberra.org.au

U3A Offices: Addresses and Phone Numbers
The U3A ACT Office (ph. 6281 6998) is in the Hughes Community Centre at 2 Wisdom Street, Hughes,
ACT 2605, and is usually open Monday to Friday from 9.30 to 4.30. All general enquiries should be
directed to this Office.
Our Cook facility (ph. 6251 8005) is in the Cook Community Hub at 41 Templeton Street, Cook, ACT,
2614, and has the same opening hours.
Our Flynn Teaching Rooms (Course activities only; NO public or member enquiry services) are at
Flynn Community Hub at 21 Bingle St, Flynn, ACT, 2615. Please note: Access to U3A at the Flynn
Community Hub is from Hedland Circuit. For more information on holding a course at Flynn please contact
the course coordinator for Flynn at flynn@u3acanberra.org.au.
Our mail address is now:
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Members Calendar 2022
JUNE

JULY
First week
Monday 11
Sunday 24

Call for nominations for
annual U3A awards
Committee meeting

Monday 1

Deadline for August
Newsletter

Monday 8

Saturday 1
Monday 3
Monday 10

Membership renewals
for 2022 open
Newsletter published
online
Labour Day
Offices closed
Committee meeting

Newsletter published
online

Wednesday
1

Registration for UCAN
Semester 2

Monday 13

Queen’s Birthday
Offices closed

Tuesday 14

Committee meeting

AUGUST

Monday 1

OCTOBER
Saturday 1

Wednesday
1

SEPTEMBER

Newsletter published
online
UCAN Semester 2
starts
Committee meeting

Monday12

Committee meeting

Friday 23

Deadline for October
Newsletter

NOVEMBER
Friday 4
Monday 14
Tuesday 15
Wednesday
16
Wednesday
23

DECEMBER

Nominations for new
Committee close
Committee meeting

Thursday 1

Lunchtime forums
end
AGM

Friday 16

Monday 12

Newsletter published
online
Committee meeting
Offices close for
Christmas-New Year break

Deadline for
December Newsletter

UCAN = University of Canberra, Bruce
Members should check the online courses listing for specific enrolment dates for any courses in which they
are interested.

Membership Matters
University of Canberra – Opportunity for U3A Members to Listen in
Over a number of years, U3A Canberra members have been able to audit (listen) to most course lectures at
the University of Canberra under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 2 organisations. Members
were even welcomed during the covid lockdowns when lectures were delivered online. Those members
taking advantage of this opportunity have expressed their appreciation at being able to study a range of
subjects at a tertiary level. Auditing a unit is at no charge, but no qualification will be awarded.
The University of Canberra has generously extended its registration period for U3A members wishing to
audit a unit at the University of Canberra from 2 weeks to 2 months. For Semester 2 2022, which
commences on 1 August, members can now register from 1 June. Members can view further information on
auditing units at www.canberra.edu.au/about-uc/learning-at-uc/university-of-the-third-age-u3a-members or
contact me at ucanberra.org.au
Julia Rymer
U3A/UC Liaison (CSC)
ucanberra@u3acanberra.org.au.

An Interesting Observation from a 15 Year Awardee
Last Newsletter we noted that Fabia de Borzatti received a 15 Year Award. Subsequently Secretary U3A
Canberra, Rhonda Jolley, passed an email from Fabia which makes for some interesting reading.
Good Afternoon Rhonda,
recently I found out some information about the beginning of my U3A Italian Class and I like to share it.
U3A ACT Inc. Newsletter, June 2022
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Before the “Ten Year Volunteer Service Certification in 2016” U3A asked me when I started teaching the
Italian Class. I could not remember it but I well remembered how I started: somebody approched me asking
if I could join a U3A Italian class because the teacher would like to have an Italian speaker, in her class, for
conversation. Not remembering the year I started, I received the 10 year certificate. Now after receiving
the 15 year certificate, accidentally looking for something else, I found the photo taken during Mrs Claire
Richardson U3A class dated 8 September 1998. I know that a short time after I joined the class, Claire
retired because of family reason and I kept going with the class until these days.
The class was held in turn in pupils’ home: here we are in Rosemary & Jeffrey’s home. This is the only
photo I have from that time with Mrs C. Richardson in the middle, myself at her left , Mrs Anderson at her
right but there was more in the class.

Kind Regards, Fabia de Borzatti

Scams You Might be Cautious of
I’ve been told that the following scams (and opportunities to be done over) have come to the attention of the
committee following a recent incident suffered by U3A Canberra itself (a fake invoice that was spotted and
resolved). They have a US focus, but nevertheless are informative.
1. LONG- TERM PARKING
Some people left their car in the long-term parking at the airport while away, and someone broke into the
car. Using the information on the car's registration in the glovebox, they drove the car to the people's home
and robbed it. So I guess if we are going to leave the car in long-term parking, we should NOT leave the
registration/insurance cards in it, nor your remote garage door opener. This gives us something to think
about with all our new electronic technology. (Editor: current advice I’ve read is to never leave rego papers
in your car – your signature is not needed on the back to effect a transfer of rego)
2. GPS:
Someone had their car broken into while they were at a football game. Their car was parked on grass which
was adjacent to the football stadium and specially allotted to football fans. Things stolen from the car
included a garage door remote control, some money and a GPS which had been prominently mounted on the
dashboard. When the victims got home, they found that their house had been ransacked and just about
everything worth anything had been stolen. The thieves had used the GPS to guide them to the house. They
then used the garage remote control to open the garage door and gain entry to the house. The thieves knew
the owners were at the football game, they knew what time the game was scheduled to finish and so they
knew how much time they had to clean out the house. It would appear that they had brought a truck to empty
the house of its contents. Something to consider if you have a GPS - don't put your home address in it. Put a
nearby address so you can still find your way home if you need to, but no one else would know where you
live if your GPS was stolen.
4
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3.MOBILE PHONES:
I never thought of this! This lady has now changed her habit of how she lists her names on her mobile phone
after her handbag was stolen. Her handbag, which contained her mobile phone, credit card, wallet, etc., was
stolen. Twenty minutes later when she called her hubby, from a pay phone telling him what had happened,
hubby says, "I received your text asking about our PIN number and I've replied a little while ago." When
they rushed down to the bank, the bank staff told them all the money was already withdrawn. The thief had
actually used the stolen mobile phone to text "hubby" in the contact list and got hold of the pin number.
Within 20 minutes he had withdrawn all the money from their bank account. (Editor: hmm, I hope all U3A
Canberra folk have a security lock on their phone. Also, have a limit on what can be withdrawn from an
ATM)
4. PURSE IN THE GROCERY TROLLEY SCAM:
A lady went grocery-shopping and left her purse sitting in the children's seat of the trolley while she reached
something off a shelf/wait till you read the WHOLE story! Her wallet was stolen, and she reported it to the
store personnel. After returning home, she received a phone call from the security to say that they had her
wallet and that although there was no money in it, it did still hold her personal papers. She immediately
went to pick up her wallet, only to be told by shop security that they had not called her. By the time she
returned home again, her house had been broken into and burglarised. The thieves knew that by calling and
saying they were shop security, they could lure her out of her house long enough for them to burglarise it.
Moral lesson:
A. Do not disclose the relationship between you and the people in your contact list. Avoid using names like
Home, Honey, Hubby, Sweetheart, Dad, Mum, etc.
B. And very importantly, when sensitive info is being asked through texts, CONFIRM by calling back.
C. Also, when you're being texted by friends or family to meet them somewhere, be sure to call back to
confirm that the message came from them. If you don't reach them, be very careful about going places to
meet "family and friends" who text you.
Kindly submitted to U3A Canberra by Margaret Lee
Closer to home, a member of the U3A Canberra family suffered significant stress resolving a scam that he
suffered. A family member was about to have a birthday, so an unsolicited email inviting our member to
prepare an on-line birthday party seemed legitimate – far from it. Lesson is that such an email – called
‘phishing’ relies on a seemingly legitimate inducement to get you to click on a dangerous link. Be cautious.

U3A Course News
Tuesday Forums
The Tuesday Forums resumed this year
quite a degree earlier than their normal
May date to host six “pre-election” Zoom
Forums canvassing important issues for
the 2022 Federal election. In addition to
covering broad issues such as the state of
the economy and the external strategic
outlook the Forums also delved into
specific issues such as climate change and
the case (or not) for an Independent
Commission against corruption.
U3A Canberra has been lucky in
attracting an array of experts speakers
who are in a number of cases Australia’s
leading experts on their particular topics.
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The Forums concluded with the traditional U3A pre-election debate on 26th April where representatives of
the major political parties and some leading independents debated in front of 130 members the major issues
for the 2022 election. Participants included Alicia Payne MP (ALP), Tim Hollo (ACT Greens) and the
independents Kim Rubenstein and David Pocock.
The six Forums attracted over 650 attendees with attendance at individual sessions varying between 70 to
130 members. As always they were very interactive with great questions for the speakers from the audience.
Feedback from attendees was extremely positive including feedback from members members of "intelligent,
challenging and thought provoking group of speakers. The forums were brilliant.”
The introduction of a pre-registration system was also a rousing success with 115 members signing on – it
has simplified the registration process for both members and the organising committee. But the flexibility to
register on a Forum by Forum basis also proved popular. Thanks again to those members who provided a
voluntary donation to meet the cost of Zoom and gifts for the speakers.
The Tuesday Forums Organising Committee will now take a short break during May and look forward to
resuming the Tuesday Forums in June with a continuing focus on current affairs both at domestic and
international level. There is no shortage of issues for speakers to address. We are likely to continue a pre
registration process given the positive uptake by members.
Alex Gosman
Chair – Tuesday Forums Organising Committee.
forums@u3acanberra.org.au

A unique experience with COVID restrictions
The short story writing group ‘The Write Stuff’ before COVID would routinely meet each month at room 3
Hughes. The group would sit around in a circle and with the aid of a microphone read their story for the
month. Needless to say this could not continue under the strict segregation and necessary regime to
minimise/eliminate the transmission of the virus amongst the members.
As convenor I suggested that we continue with our writing but construct the course so it was done virtually by email. There were a number of advantages to this approach.


We now share the nominated subjects for the month by email and each member emails their story for
the month to all the members of the group. There are a number of advantages to this approach
compared with the old “across the table microphone’ presentation.



People have an electronic copy of each members story - this allows for a reread if necessary.



The comments related to each story by other members are well considered -instead of 'off the cuff’
comments at the time of hearing the story.



Despite the use of the microphone there were still some members of the group who missed some of
the story and also the inflections used; this has now changed as a reread helps better understanding of
the author’s narrative and intent.



It was recognised that there still needed to be some social interaction so as soon as restriction were
reduced group meetings were arranged - normally out doors.

There was also another advantage to this ‘virtual’ approach in that we were able to expand the number of
participants.
All in all the COVID experience for the group has had a number of positives.
Paul Humphreys
Convenor of the Write Stuff.

U3A ACT Visit To Kangaroo Island May 2022
Kangaroo Island is Australia’s third largest island after Tasmania and Melville Island and a location that
members of the U3A Australian History A Class have been wanting to visit for some time. The island is
about 150 kms from east to west and about 50 kms wide at its widest point. The European discoverer was
6
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Matthew Flinders in 1802, followed closely by the French explorer Nicholas Baudin in the same year. The
island was cut off from the mainland by rising sea levels about 10,000 years ago and there is evidence of
Aboriginal occupation on the island until about 3,000 years ago. Flinders named the island “Kanguroo
Island” after the many kangaroos there that showed no fear of man due to their isolation for thousands of
years.
The U3A Australian History A class
members, other U3A ACT members and
friends visited KI as it is called by the
locals for a six-day tour. On the island we
visited museums, lighthouses, wildlife
parks, seal colonies, spectacular beaches,
honey farms, eucalyptus distillery, wineries,
gin distillery, lavender farm, art galleries,
sheep farm, the main town of Kingscote and
the Flinders Chase National Park which
comprises about one third of the island.
Lunch stops were at various locations, and
we enjoyed the fresh local seafood and
local wines.
It was an enjoyable time for the six days on
KI with the tour group. The photo shows us
at Remarkable Rocks in the SW corner of the island with nothing between us in the South until Antarctica.
When the photo was taken there was an icy wind blowing from Antarctica. The seals in the nearby seal
colony were basking in the sun protected from the wind in the sand dunes.
All went smoothly and everyone enjoyed themselves and group members got on well together and enjoyed
each other’s company, especially over dinner with a few Kangaroo Island wines. We stayed at The Mercure
Hotel at American River for five nights. Group members proved to be good shoppers and boosted the
island’s economy which had been hard hit by the bushfires and the Covid-19 lockdowns.
If you have never been to Kangaroo Island please put it on your to do list. We arranged our tour through a
travel agent in Adelaide.
Australian History A class
John Davenport

Brindabella Orchestra
We know that many of you enjoyed our concert at Weston
Community Hub on Sunday 15th May.
Orchestral members were thrilled to perform a delightful
selection of Romantic music, and were particularly grateful to
our cello soloist, Samuel Payne, who shared his exceptional
musicianship with us in the Dvorak Rondo for Cello and
Orchestra, Opus 94.
Shilong Ye and Sam Payne shaking hands in front of the
orchestra
Shilong Ye, with his customary graceful humour led us through
the program and also shared his insights with the capacity
audience of more than 160 people.
Our conductor from earlier years, Alpha Gregory, wrote to us saying “Thank you for a most enjoyable
concert yesterday afternoon. After the long Covid break, it was a treat to see you all in your seats producing
good music again. Your hard work was evident and I really appreciated your dedication and concentration
on the day. Shilong chose an excellent program and it was a great way to spend a Sunday afternoon.
U3A ACT Inc. Newsletter, June 2022
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Shilong, you have made these players into a cohesive group and it is clear that they enjoy working with you.
Bravo! Keep it up.”
Our next concert will be on August 21st, 2022

Jacinta O’Brien (concertmaster)

Bridget Free (cello)

Bronwyn Roberts (horn), Robin Winterflood
(trumpet) and David Hatherly (trombone)
Keiko Watanabe (clarinet)
Jennie Grierson
(Publicity Officer Brindabella Orchestra)
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Enjoying Literature
I would like to mention our U3A course ‘Enjoying Literature” I joined this group early last year. Everyone
was very friendly and I found I soon felt part of this interesting group of people.
The description of this course is: Members choose a book they have enjoyed
reading and then present to the group. I have learned of quiet a number on books
which I had neve heard of, by Authors I have also never heard of, which has
expanded my knowledge well beyond what I have read in the past. The First
book I presented was ‘Year of Wonders’ by our Australian Author Geraldine
Brooks.
Her novel of the Black Plague, which I really enjoyed reading and which I
thought rather apt. given we were in a plague ourselves. Since then I have
presented another book, and am at present preparing to present another of
Geraldine Brook’s novels ‘People of the Book.’
We meet at Cook on Thursdays from 10 to 12noon. One can use all this time to
present or share half the time with another.
Kaye Slack-Smith.

Warrani Chorale: We’re Having a Concert
Excitement is building at Warrani Chorale as it is only a few weeks to our concert on Wednesday, 15 June
at 10.00am at Weston Creek Uniting Church. Our last concert was in November 2019 as our twice-yearly
concerts have had to be cancelled since then due to Covid. The choir has been practising hard all semester
and will present a lovely selection of songs including “Ave Maria,” Vivaldi’s “Gloria in Excelsis,” “God
Help the Outcasts” from the Hunchback of Notre Dame and “Can’t Help Lovin’ Dat Man” from Showboat.
We hope that you will join us for an enjoyable morning of music.
Bookings are essential if you plan to attend our concert. Audience numbers are limited due to Covid
regulations at Weston Creek Uniting Church. If you wish to attend, please email ebh61uk@gmail.com to
reserve your seat.
We would welcome any new members to join our choir for Semester 2 which begins on Wednesday, 27 July
at Yarralumla Uniting Church at 10.00 am. Choir practices last for two hours until 12 noon. Our two
conductors, Helen Swan and Natalie Collis, not only make our practices enjoyable but also share their
knowledge of how to improve our singing and musical ability. Warrani Chorale endeavours to keep all our
members safe by following the Covid safe practices set down by U3A and Yarralumla Uniting Church of
social distancing, mask wearing where practicable and the cleaning of seating that is used. If you would like
to join us, pleased contact our Membership Secretary, Elizabeth Hoffman, phone: 0427930410, email:
ebh61uk@gmail.com
Margaret Martin

U3A Canberra Recorder Orchestra
You may remember that in our report in the last U3A Newsletter, I mentioned a
new and rather difficult contemporary piece that occupies our brains and fingers
at each Wednesday rehearsal. This is ‘Tavernspite’, which was inspired by
Rudyard Kipling’s poem, ‘A Smuggler’s Song.’ We are persevering, and I am
delighted that so many of our musicians are actually warming to it, and feeling
the notes and rhythms come together – taking shape, you might say. However,
we do have to recover ourselves with a good dose of more accessible music,
such as Handel, and a beautiful Kyrie from a Mass composed by Palestrina in
1562.
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The Kyrie in the Latin Mass is the only part sung in Greek. Palestrina
composed the Miss Papae Marcelli in memory of Pope Marcellus II, who had
died in 1555 after only 22 days in office. He began his papacy as a frail man,
but was determined to bring about reforms, and allow no favours. He was the
shortest reigning Pope in history.

This is a statue of Pope Marcellus II in Siena Cathedral

Margaret Wright

Vikings: A History
The following email set the scene for a group of intrepid U3A
members who dared to embark on an exploration of Viking culture
and history led by (Captain) Peter White:
Peter White, Captain of the Viking longship
This is a message from your Captain and Pilot to all members of the
crew of the longship UTHREEAY. Now that we are all freed after
the eons of plague-ridden Lockdown, we can turn our minds to
voyaging, raiding, and pillage.
Our longboat will depart on Frigg’s Day (1), 22 April.
It has been a long, deep winter, with ice and snow to the eaves and many going berserk (2) due to the
endless lock-down in our longhouses. It has been a challenge for us all, and we are now champing at the bit
to head west into the great North Sea (3) to the mystical lands of Flynn . . . Keep your weapons at the ready
(6) and don’t allow the enemy within arm’s distance. (7)
We will seek treasure (8), fame and fortune (9) in our endeavours for this six-week voyage—but be on your
guard , as across the dark waters we sail there be dragons to slay. (10) . . . Remember, we are all in this
longboat together, and the saga of our voyage (15) will long be told in the halls of our people (16). Valhalla
awaits, but stay safe!
(1)

Frigg’s Day - Friday, named for the Norse God of marriage

(2)

Berserk, Berserker , a fanatically crazy and brave Viking warrior

(3)

Belconnen

(6)

Hand sanitisers and masks

(7)

1.5 metres

(8)

The treasure that is Knowledge

(9)

. . . of an intellectual kind

(10)

The fearsome Coronavirus called COVID 19, now somewhat pacified!

(15)

Like the sagas the Vikings told of great deeds and heroes and famous battles of the past.

(16)

The Hall next to U3A Flynn at least.
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Nothing daunted, we set sail as promised, and expect to reach an earthly Valhalla on 27 May.
The first thing we learnt about Vikings was . . . NO HORNS! Vikings did not
have horns on their helmets. That idea came from nineteenth century
romanticised notions of what Vikings wore.
The peak period of Viking activity in
northern Europe lasted from the eighth to the
eleventh centuries. Convenient dates to use
for defining a “Viking Age” more precisely
are 793 CE, when Lindisfarne monastery, on
an island off the coast of Northumberland,
was plundered, to 1066, the conquest of
England by the Normans.
10th century Northumbrian manuscript
The Vikings were Scandinavians from Denmark, Norway and Sweden, but not all Scandinavians were
Vikings. The word “Viking” in Old Norse meant a pirate or marauder, and was really a job description. They
were adventurous voyagers and traders, and for hundreds of years before 793 had traded around Europe and
across the North Sea. Trade goods included furs, animal skins, walrus ivory, feathers (eiderdown), amber
and whetstones, much of which was obtained by Vikings as tribute from people in Finland and northern
Russia.
The Vikings were a brutal lot, and undoubtedly destroyed much and caused widespread disruption, but they
may not have been any more brutal or ruthless than other peoples of the times. According to one author,
what gave them an edge over others was logistic superiority; stronger motivation due to a lack of manpower
and resources in comparison with other settlements; better ships, with great flexibility and mobility; plus the
Vikings were hard to beat in fighting. They were “spectacularly violent” and had a quality of grim defiance:
they would refuse to give in—if you can’t win, make sure your enemy can’t win either.
Living in lands where waterways and access to the sea were the major factors in determining the location of
settlements, ships were hugely important for the Vikings, and by the eighth century they had developed the
longship—“a formidable sailing vessel . . . fast, nimble, seaworthy, and capable of being beached along
coasts or rowed far up rivers”, and of being carried overland between rivers if necessary.
Ivar the Boneless landing in England
Why did Viking raids begin? It is likely that commercial expansion
within Europe during the seventh and eighth centuries was a key
factor in the outburst of piracy. As one writer puts it: “Trade
exposed them to the wealth of others and fed dreams of plunder and
conquest.” With superior ships, the Vikings had the means, and a
strong motive to seek more and more wealth. Merchant ships trading
around the Baltic Sea provided rich opportunities for pirates, and in
time these activities were extended into the North Sea. The rulers
and chieftains who were most able to exact tribute gained wealth and power, as did those who controlled
trading centres, or the routes to them.
To the west, the Vikings raided the coasts of England and France; they settled in the Orkneys and Shetlands;
they ventured along the coast of Portugal and Spain and into the Mediterranean Sea as far as Italy. Later they
discovered and settled in the Faroe Islands and Iceland, later still reaching Greenland and the coast of North
America.
To the east, Scandinavians from southern Sweden pushed into northern Russia, eventually establishing a
kingdom based in Kiev. These people called themselves “Rus”, from which has come “Russia”. By 839
U3A ACT Inc. Newsletter, June 2022
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Scandinavians had reached Constantinople, and in 860 attacked that city—an attack that failed to defeat the
Byzantine rulers but did impress them.
One aspect of Viking marauding that should not surprise, but did surprise me, is that part of the Viking
wealth was derived from a very profitable trade in slaves. Indeed, the word “slavery” is derived from “Slav”,
the local people of Eastern Europe who were conquered by the Rus. Slaves, many from England and Ireland
as well as from the Slavic areas, were traded all over Europe—to Moorish Spain, to Germany, to the eastern
Mediterranean via the Black Sea, and to Iceland.
In 1066 William of Normandy conquered England. This marked the end of the Viking era of expansion.
William himself was a descendant of Vikings who had settled in Normandy in the ninth century.
This is no more than a brief glimpse of some of the fascinating information we learnt about the Vikings. It
amazed me to contemplate how far the Vikings travelled and spread themselves around the known world.
Maybe Putin is expressing Viking ancestry?
Memorable Viking Names:


Ragnar Lodbrok (Hairy Britches)



Sigurd Snake-eye



Bjorn Ironside



Ivar the Boneless



Thordis Todda (Gift-giver)



Eystein Meinfretr (Harm-fart)



Harald Bluetooth



Erik Blood-axe



Aud the Deeply Wealthy (a woman)



Ketil Flat-nose



Harald Fairhair



Hrolf the Ganger (Walker), whose legs were so long that no horse could carry him (aka Rollo, the
founder of Normandy)
Chris Wilson

International Politics Course Tries “Room and Zoom”
With the advent of COVID in early 2020 U3A experienced a rapid take up of the online communications
platform, zoom such that now there are a number of courses that are purely zoom based. The Tuesday
Forum is now primarily zoom delivered based on feedback from members that a significant majority favour
zoom for improved access to speakers, ease of hearing and seeing and reduced travel time.
Having said that there has been a good return to the traditional face to face course offerings within U3A with
the opportunity for social interaction and catch up that zoom does not provide
Zoom is ideal for such an event where the degree of interaction is relatively minor - such where the speaker
addresses the audience remotely and questions are posed via chat. In essence the conversation is one way –
the speaker to the participants. On the other hand face to face is ideal for active interaction between the
speaker and the audience allowing active questioning and answering.
Not surprisingly U3A is now seeing the introduction of a number of U3A hybrid course (combining face to
face participants and zoom) which are likely to be more popular into the future. Such hybrid forums provide
a number of challenges particularly if designed to be of an jnteractive nature.
There are a few hard earned lessons that might be of assistance to those considering such an option noting
the differing characteristics and strengths of zoom and face to face.
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The International Politics Course is a hybrid course designed to be interactive. Face to face sessions are at
Room 3 Hughes Hall although probably a majority of course members participate via zoom.
The technical arrangements therefore need to be in place that allows for the interaction such that all parties
can hear each other. So some suggestions:


Use two computers – one as the camera for those attending in person (and showing the speaker/audience
to the zoom audience) and the other for monitoring the conversation and taking questions via chat (with
only one computer you need to stick your face in front of the camera to look at chat questions)



Make use of a speaker system such as the recent acquired Jabra to be placed in the midst of the face to
face audience – improves quality of listening



Attendees in the face to face forum when asking questions should use a microphone so those on zoom
can hear, especially in current environment of social distancing



arrive and set up early allowing time to do a “run-through” as things can always go wrong.

Running hybrid courses also raises question of do you purchase your own equipment or rely on U3A
equipment – personally I prefer to have the security of access to the technology so have purchased my own
Jabra and use my Apple Mac to host course sessions.
It took probably three meetings to perfect the use of technology but members were very forgiving as we
played around with different settings etc. Also found the volunteers on the U3A help desk are also a
wonderful resource.
Looking to the future likely to see more hybrid courses as members become comfortable with the
technology and the access it provides. Also advances in technology will make providing such combined on
line and face to face forums much simpler.
Alex Gosman

U3A Canberra Adapting to the Lack of Face to Face - Update
This article was originally published in 2020 with the arrival of COVID-19. The Courses Sub-Committee
sought it to be reviewed and updated in light of the continuing impact of the pandemic in order to remind
Course Leaders, and potential course leaders, of alternatives to simply face to face.
The various closure of U3A Canberra face to face courses and limitations in room capacity certainly
triggered a flood of innovative replacements. We are hoping this article might be able to both congratulate
those who have stepped into breach, as well as perhaps encouraging others to consider it for their courses.
There has been an immense interest in the Internet video conferencing application called Zoom (and we will
speak to it here too). In addition, some courses have avoided the cost of Zoom licences (or time limitations
of the free licence) by employing the U3A licence for Google Meet. Regardless, there is a broad spectrum
of options out there, and some other approach may suit your needs better.
To explore the space, here are some ways to think about these ‘solutions’ which might assist in determining
which ways you might go.


The medium. Video conferencing gives both vision and sound, but perhaps sound only might suffice
for your means. Perhaps text (and perhaps still image) would suit you better.



Real time or not. Video or voice conferencing requires everyone to be present at the same time – a bit
like the conventional classroom situation – but maybe this may not be necessary or even may not be
convenient for your class. Some solutions permit students to participate at a time of their own choosing.



The devices. Some of the solutions require computers, cameras, speakers etc that not everyone has in
their home. Our U3A Canberra family is not homogenous and there is a diversity that needs to be
recognised. For instance, there are those who operate Apple based equipment as compared to PC, or
different mobile devices. Some of our members might be limited to simple home phones and not even
own a mobile phone.



The ‘service platform’. Many of our community have strong views on certain platforms – just mention
the name of a particular ‘social media’ giant and listen to the response. The ‘divide’ between Apple and
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the rest can come home here with some platforms (eg Facetime) not being available on other brands.
Here we also must consider the need or otherwise for participants to ‘sign up’ for the service and maybe
pay.


Numbers involved. Different approaches may suit different number of participants.



Interactivity. Some platforms are designed for one-way traffic – eg lecturer to student. We suspect
many courses would be looking for some kind of interactivity (response from the student body).

So, let’s look at some of the technological options out there and examples from U3A Canberra. When we
refer to ‘mobile devices’ here, we are speaking about smartphones or tablets such as iPads.
Telephone Conferencing.
Here we consider the ubiquitous telephone as the device and the opportunity for many people to converse
together over the phone.
The following approaches require participants to have Internet enable devices (computers or even mobile
devices).
Email.
It is impressive how many of us in U3A Canberra have adopted email (though it is still not universal). An
approach using email is well advanced within a number of courses and I won’t dwell on its characteristics.
We are aware of a number of course co-ordinators disseminating course material to their classes, some via
simple text emails or more sophisticated via attached documents. We believe U3A Canberra has a policy to
limit the dissemination of individual email addresses so the examples we’ve seen have had to struggle with
the limitations that brings. If students are bcc’d then they can only reply to the course co-ordinator. If a
high degree of interactivity, or group ‘discussion’ is sought, then course co-ordinators become a post-office
forwarding on the emails.
An alternative approach related to email that might be considered are email forwarders or groups. One
example is Google Groups where an email to the “forwarder” is anonymously disseminated to all students,
but moreover, the replies go back to the entire group to evince group discussion. These groups can be setup
to protect the privacy of email addresses. Management of the group platform is relatively simple and the
participant involvement is no different to their use of email.
Publication on the Web.
We’ve not seen any course doing this though of course U3A Canberra itself does so through the
u3acanberra.org.au webpage. It is an excellent way to disseminate in one direction, though the issues of
website hosting and technical skills to operate do need to be addressed. Interaction would need to be
provided by another means – eg email. Variations on this idea are addressed next and ease these burdens.
Social Media.
U3A Canberra has its own Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/groups/u3a.act/ where information can
be disseminated and interaction be conducted. Unlike many Facebook pages, access to U3A Canberra is
private to members who seek access. Most Social Media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter etc),
require participants to ‘sign up’ and this may prove to be a barrier. Participants use either specific ‘apps’
downloaded from the relevant store or their favourite web browser.
Getting connected to Facebook isn’t hard and there is an easy tutorial located at this website.
https://mashable.com/2012/05/16/facebook-for-beginners/. If you decide to join Facebook, don’t forget to
follow the U3A Facebook page.
Blogs.
We’ve not heard of any courses that have adopted the blog approach. Do you (or your course) want to share
information and invite responses, then why not set up a blog. What is a blog – a blog (shortening of
“weblog”) is an online journal or informational website displaying information (‘posts’) in the reverse
chronological order, with the latest posts appearing first. Readers then have the opportunity to respond with
comments/discussion points which are recorded and displayed alongside each post. The main purpose of a
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blog is to connect you to the relevant audience. There are several free websites that will give you Internet
space to host your blog. Here are some examples to get you started.


Wordpress – https://wordpress.com/?aff=25682&cid=2512943 (Bill manages one for his fishing club
http://canberra-anglers.asn.au/blog/ as an example)



Weebly – https://www.weebly.com/start/blogging?



Wix – https://www.wix.com/.

The ‘blog-master’ usually has the ability to hide the blog from web search engines, invite participants and
control the responses from the participants. The uploading of posts by the blog-master can be via a specific
mobile device app or via browser. Participants only need an Internet connected browser to view or make
comments.
Internet Video Conferencing.
Once the preserve of major corporations, COVID has accelerated this into the everyday mainstream and we
have accepted it as a player in many homes around the world and a central pillar for the younger
generation’s enforced distance education and a major topic of discussion on broadcast media. It arguably
requires an investment in equipment (computer with attached camera and speakers) but since these items are
built into mobile devices, vidcon might be more accessible than you think. These services are a natural
alternative to face to face lectures with the ability to also show slide presentations, movies (the quality of the
video has improved in quality since the ‘early days’), music clips and demonstrations of the use of
computers themselves.
A number of courses have
taken the plunge. Hottest
name in this space is
something many of us had
never heard before 2020 –
Zoom.

There are however a myriad
of alternatives – with
various advantages and
disadvantages. I’ll focus on
the two front runners that I
believe are in use within
U3A Canberra:


Google Meet. This is part of the Google GSuite. Since U3A Canberra has paid for Google GSuite to
support the ‘corporate’ email system, there are considerable (economic) benefits of . Participants can be
anyone with a browser (or downloaded app on mobile devices) however the meeting host has to have an
@u3acanberra.org.au email address. This is easily arranged through the U3A Canberra Email Manager.



Zoom. As we said earlier, Zoom has become a market leader with the general public and U3A Canberra.
Like ‘biro’ it has almost become the generic name for Internet video conferencing. A key issue here is
that the ‘free’ licence for Zoom is limited to 40 minutes per session. While courses might see that as a
way to enforce a break, and the conference can easily be restarted using the same invitation link, it can
be annoying. Paid licences are not excessively expensive. Some course leaders have paid for the licence
themselves (arguing they can use the licence outside courses) or sought contributions from course
participants.
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“Room and Zoom”.
This cute term was actually coined by a U3A Course Leader to describe an approach where some course
participants are gathered in a room while others join in via Internet video conferencing. As U3A Canberra
opened up with limitations in room numbers this became an attractive option. Moreover, it meant that U3A
Canberra could spread its coverage to participants and presenters remote from Canberra.
Course Leaders need to consider the style of their course:


Simplest is a straightforward single presenter lecturing to the class. Internet video conferencing works
quite readily with the ‘room’ acting as a single conferencing user. All that is needed is a camera and
large screen display and speakers in the room.



At the other end of the spectrum is a scenario where each participant needs to be interact with all other
participants - eg a discussion group. Here camera and microphone placement in the room becomes
critical. Multiple ‘virtual’ participants (ie cameras) in the room might be needed. U3A Canberra has
acquired a number of Jabra combine microphone/speakers to assist here.

If all participants are comfortable, there is also an option to record the class for later viewing. There are a
number of approaches to undertaking this recording, though storage and dissemination of the large video
files can be problematic.
It is encouraging to see many courses are adopting innovative solutions using a variety of channels to ensure
that as many students as possible can join in and reduce the impact of any ‘digital divide’. Contacting
helpdeskcook@u3acanberra.org.au if you’d like to pursue any of these further for your course.
Bill Blair
helpdeskcook@u3acanberra.org.au

Some Other IT Matters
Presenters may not be aware, but the Presenter laptops in Cook and Flynn have recently been replaced. As
part of that, the Windows version has been updated from version 10 to version 11. The combination of that
means that the computer a just a little different. Please read the ‘cheat sheets’ that are on the tables in Cook
to explain the differences.
A frequent problem that the Help Desks are called for relates to strange behaviour of the TV displaying
something different to that shown on the laptop. Relax, this is a ‘added feature’ brought to you by
Microsoft. Identifying the problem and the step by step solution is also documented in the cheat sheets. If
all else fails, call the Help Desk.
Are people aware that Cook Room 1 has student laptops so that the room can become a computer lab? In
the past this has been used to teach members about Microsoft Office packages (Word wordprocessing, Excel
spreadsheets and Access databases), thanks Barbara Coombs - these won’t be offered again till next year.
Coming later this year (August) is Tom McCoy’s one day course on Scratch – a cute graphical computer
programming language that our grandkids are probably using to develop their own games.
https://www.u3acanberra.org.au/members/course-selector.html?q=%22CS045.03%22&search
(you’ll need to be logged in to the U3A Canberra member’s section to get all the details.)
People might think what other uses the computer lab might be put to.
Bill Blair
helpdeskcook@u3acanberra.org.au
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Like-Minded Programs
Sarabande Recorder Ensemble
The Sarabande Recorder Ensemble is a group of enthusiastic recorder players who meet each Tuesday for
two and a half hours of instruction, good music, and much laughter. The weekly joke is eagerly awaited.
After listening to a short CD recital by a virtuoso recorder player (just to remind us what is possible on this
instrument!!) we warm up with exercises and
technical work, then launch into the some fairly
challenging pieces.
Then, for a gentler second half, we work
through pieces from our interesting repertoire
ranging from Renaissance and Baroque, and
finish with a selection of folk songs mainly
from the British Isles.. Many of us sang these
when we were in our primary schools in
Australia, but I suspect they are unknown to the
present generation of both teachers and pupils!
Here is a photo of the Isle of Skye, just to
remind you of a favourite song.
We were able to perform at a friend’s 100th
birthday when COVID allowed, and are now
working towards a concert at a community
social group.
Margaret Wright

U3A Walks and Tours
DISCLAIMER
Most activities involve some element of risk. Bushwalking, in particular, is a potentially dangerous activity
and requires an appropriate level of fitness. Whilst U3A ACT Inc maintains public liability insurance and
will endeavor to protect your safety, it cannot remove all the dangers. It therefore assumes that all
participants, by booking, consider themselves to have appropriate levels of fitness and mobility, in respect of
which they participate at their own risk.
Regrettably the following published activities are fully booked:
Thu 2 Jun

Shepherds Lookout walk

Sat 23 Jul

Il Trovatore opera tour

Sun 31 Jul to Mon 8 Aug

Norfolk Island

Mon 5 to Sun 11 Sep

Joint Trust/U3A Ballarat & Bendigo tour

Fri 7 Oct

Wildflowers of Black Mountain walk

We would love to offer more, but this can’t happen without volunteers willing to arrange and lead new
activities. If you can help, please contact the current Volunteer Tours Officer, Garth Setchell, on 62901100.
With Garth having reached 85 years of age, the continuation of the Walks and Tours Program is ultimately
dependent on someone new offering their services.
Again, please contact Garth.
Garth Setchell
Walks and Tours Officer
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Key Contacts within U3A
OUR COMMITTEE
Role
President

Name
Lindsay Rae

Email
president@u3acanberra.org.au

Phone
0474 435 500

Vice President

Caroline Fitzwarryne

vicepresident1@u3acanberra.org.au

0417 771 031

Vice President

Alex Gosman

vicepresident2@u3acanberra.org.au

0414 258 745

Treasurer

Brian Moir

treasurer@u3acanberra.org.au

0414 834 249

Secretary

Rhonda Jolly

secretary@u3acanberra.org.au

6179 5641

Ordinary member

Sherrill Bell

sherrill@webone.com.au

0422 189 289

Ordinary member

Les Bienkiewicz

bienk@grapevine.com.au

0411444248

Ordinary member

Gary Davis

kylo@pcug.com.au

0410 028 629

Ordinary member

David Marshall

dm.u3a2022@gmail.com

Ordinary member

Bob Nield

bob.nield@bigpond.com

0430 487 539

Ordinary member

Cissy Parker

cissy@emusoftware.com.au

0404 391 056

Ordinary member

Malcolm Pye

mpye186@gmail.com

0447 231 052

Ordinary member

Peter Sheldrake

peter@travellingnorth.com

0411 104 181

Ex officio member

Keith Huggan

chaircsc@u3acanberra.org.au

0413092275

OUR SERVICES FOR MEMBERS
Enquiries: Cook
Enquiries: Hughes
eBulletin
Facebook
Newsletter
Member Liaison Person
Membership enquiries
Suggestions
Tours
Tuesday Forums
University of Canberra
enquiries
New volunteers

Office volunteer
Office volunteer
eBulletin team
Julie Polson
Newsletter team
Christine King
Dorothy Zenz

62518005
62816998

Garth Setchell
Alex Gosman
Julia Rymer

ebulletin@u3acanberra.org.au
facebook@u3acanberra.org.au
newsletter@u3acanberra.org.au
memberliaison@u3acanberra.org.au
membership@u3acanberra.org.au
suggestions@u3acanberra.org.au
tours@u3acanberra.org.au
forums@u3acanberra.org.au
ucanberra@u3acanberra.org.au

Julie Polson

volunteerliaison@u3acanberra.org.au

6290 1100
0414 258 745

OUR SERVICES FOR COURSE LEADERS
Chair Courses SubCommittee
Proposals for new courses
Course changes or
cancellations
Room bookings: Cook,
Hughes, Flynn
Equipment bookings
Assistance
IT/AV problems: Cook
IT /AV problems: Hughes

Keith Huggan

chaircsc@u3acanberra.org.au
courses@u3acanberra.org.au
coursesdata@u3acanberra.org.au
roombookings@u3acanberra.org.au

Brian Kensey

IT/AV problems: Flynn
Facilities Team

equipmentbookings@u3acanberra.org.au
courseleaderassistance@u3acanberra.org.au
helpdeskcook@u3acanberra.org.au
helpdeskhughes@u3acanberra.org.au
helpdeskflynn@u3acanberra.org.au
facilities@u3acanberra.org.au

0452 602 009

Note: A full listing of contacts for all our volunteer coordinators and managers and key volunteers is available for downloading
and printing on the members’ pages of our website at the Contacts Tab
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